
I,                                                                                                                                
with ID                                                                   , as participant of the mountain race that will take place in El Paso on       
                                                       date), known as REVENTON TRAIL EL PASO, declare and verify that:

1. I know and completely accept the Regulations, published in the website www.reventonelpaso.com. 

2. I participate in this sports event willingly and only under my own responsibility. For that, I exonerate the Organisation, the partners, 
the sponsors and other participants of any responsibility and I agree not to report them in case of any physical or mental damage. 
Moreover, for safety reasons, and only if the race Organization finds it useful, I commit to install a geolocation app in my mobile device 
during the race so they are able to know my exact location.

3. I am physically, mentally and su�iciently prepared to participate in this sports competition. I do not su�er any illness, physical 
defect or injury that prevents me from participating in this race or that can be worsened or accentuated due to my participation in it.  

4. I agree to keep a responsible behaviour that does not increase the risks to my physical or mental integrity. Consequently, if during 
the race I su�er any kind of injury or circumstance that might harm my health, I will immediately contact the race organisers.

5. I am aware of the additional risk that the fact that this competition is held in the natural environment, in remote access places and 
during night time, entails. Because of that, I participate in it willingly and out of my own initiative, completely accepting the risks and 
consequences derived from my participation in the race. 

6. I agree to follow the general environment protection guidelines, available on the o�icial Regulations of this race. 

7. I have all the sports equipment demanded by the Organization. I also guarantee that the equipment is in good conditions.  I know 
how to use it properly and I will carry it with me during the whole race, whatever the discipline I am taking part in. 

8. I have all the sports equipment demanded by the Organization. I also guarantee that the equipment is in good conditions.  I know 
how to use it properly and I will carry it with me during the whole race, whatever the discipline I am taking part in. 

9. I will follow all the instructions and I will comply with all the decisions related to safety and the organisational matters of the race 
that the members of the Organization (judges, medical sta�, etc.) make.

10.  I authorize the race’s medical sta� to conduct any diagnostic tests I might need. Likewise, I agree to abandon the competition in 
the exact time that the above-mentioned medical sta� consider it necessary for my own physical integrity’s good. 

11.  Lastly, I allow organisers and sponsors of the race to freely use my personal data and any image of myself obtained during my 
participation in the race, in any medium, for journalistic or event promotion purposes, in mass media, websites and social media, as 
well as illustrated articles.  

In El Paso,                                                                                                               (date). 

Name, surnames and signature

DISCLAIMER


